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Executive Director’s Message
FALL IS HERE AT LAST! ER, NOT!

GIGANTIC CORONAL MASS EJECTIONS
CLEAN AIR OR POWER OUTAGES-WHICH WILL IT BE?
I suppose I should apologize for having reported in
last month’s column that Fall was finally here and
along with it the cooler weather. Was I ever wrong!
By all accounts we are in for at least another month
of hot weather beginning with this week. Speaking
of hot temperatures, has anyone paid attention to
what has been going on recently within our solar
system? Very quietly over the last several months
we have been experiencing surprisingly strong solar events, the latest being
a huge solar eruption, or so called “solar
flare”, that occurred on August 31st. This
eruption, recorded by a NASA
observatory, sent charged particles over a
half million miles into space at a speed of
3.2 million miles per hour. Fortunately
for us here on Earth we were spared from
any ill effects since the explosion was
directed mostly away from the Earth’s
direction.
However, there still was
enough cosmic radiation received to set off a spectacular light show in the
northern hemisphere, as seen in these pictures taken in Naimakka, Finland.

John Pastore, Executive Director
jpastore@scap1.org
Pam Merriam, Administrator
pmerriam@scap1.org
Ray Miller, E. D. Emeritus
rmiller@scap1.org
Southern California Alliance of
Publicly Owned Treatment Works
P.O. Box 231565
Encinitas, CA 92024-1565
Ph. (760) 479-4880
Fax (760) 479-4881

Not to sound like an alarmist, but history has shown that significant solar
activity generally follows an eleven year cycle and our experts are telling us
that we are now entering such a period. The potential for monumental and
prolonged power outages has garnered the attention of not only NASA but
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the independent power producers (IPP) as well. Of significant concern is the nation’s power grid which could be very
susceptible to damage from the effects of a massive solar flare directed our way. While no one knows for sure
whether, if or when, such a catastrophe could occur, it certainly is prudent to be aware of and plan for a worst case
scenario where power disruption could last for days or months at a time. Last summer’s power outage that hit
portions of San Diego, Riverside, Orange and Imperial counties, while lasting less than 24 hours, is a prime example of
how a regional power outage sent many agencies scrambling for backup power equipment. With that event still
fresh in everyone’s minds our essential public services agencies have updated their emergency response plans and
implemented new strategies for dealing with future prolonged power outages.
While you and I could just go out and purchase a portable generator from Home Depot or Lowes to run our
appliances for a “short time” [unless you live on a farm, one can only store a limited amount of gasoline at your home
thereby limiting the usefulness of the generator to maybe a day or two of running] it’s not quite so simple for our
water/wastewater agencies. Besides the obvious hurdles to overcome such as: having an adequate supply of fuel for
all of their emergency equipment, both stationary and portable; having the staffing resources to move, operate and
refuel the equipment at various locations; and having the technical resources available for those unexpected
electrical repairs that almost always pop up.
Sounds simple enough you say! Just go out and purchase enough emergency portable generators to match how
many lift/pump stations are in your agency’s system [for all of the small to medium size agencies I am sure this not a
problem as they have unlimited resources—not!]. Then make sure you have enough fuel on hand at all times to run
each generator for at least a week and have a sufficient number of trained employees and vehicles to transport the
equipment and fuel to the various locations in the middle of the night, if necessary. Oh… I forgot that our facilities
are located in California, now life has become much more difficult. Predictably, each internal combustion engine
must be permitted and must meet all of the current emission standards with proper records being maintained. No
surprises there, unless you want to store the equipment at each station’s site to ensure fast response time and
minimize chances of a spill. After all, aren’t we supposed to be providing “essential public services” while “protecting
the environment”?
Under the provisions of the California Air Resources Board’s Statewide Portable Equipment Registration Program (aka
PERP), an agency cannot store an emergency generator at the intended location for more than 12 months at a time,
as local air districts would rather you install a permanent stationary generator [leading to the need to purchase a
newer, cleaner and more expensive engine]. By the way, for those agencies within the South Coast Air Basin that
wish to permanently install an emergency generator on-site and it happens to be near a sensitive receptor [schools,
hospital, or any residence, etc.], then the unit must be equipped with a diesel particulate filter (DPF), in order to
comply with the stringent PM standards of SCAQMD Rule 1470. Those familiar with DPFs will tell you that they can
greatly reduce the operational reliability of the emergency equipment and could possibly cause a failure during an
actual emergency. Think of the effect on hospitals that perform hundreds of operations each day, and how critical
backup power is for their ERs!
I may have gotten a little sidetracked here so getting back to the big picture for a moment, which is--what can POTWs
do to minimize the potential loss of power should the electric grid go down for an extended period of time? It’s a no
brainer that nearly every agency is now looking at how they can either reduce the amount of electricity they use at
their facilities or generate their own electricity to supplement their grid usage. A good example of this is the City of
Thousand Oaks Hill Canyon Wastewater Treatment Plant (HCTP), where our old friend, Chuck Rogers, is reporting
that his plant is now generating 91% of its power from onsite renewable sources such as cogeneration and solar. This
is a significant step towards his City Council’s stated goal of ultimately generating 100% of HCTP’s power from
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onsite renewable energy projects [FYI-SCAP’s Energy Management committee will be conducting its October 23rd
meeting at the Hill Canyon plant for those that want to see this success story first hand].
For most POTWs the primary source of renewable energy is derived from cogeneration where methane gas produced
during the anaerobic digestion process is used to produce electricity. Naturally then the idea would be to effectively
manage the utilization of digester gas by switching from flaring the gas to converting it to electricity through onsite
generation. Or so you would think! Again, if your facility happens to be located within the South Coast Air Basin,
then you must now comply with the recently adopted SCAQMD Amended Rule 1110.2, which simply stated, requires
that expensive and commercially unavailable emission control technologies be installed on all biogas engines by
January 1, 2016. At this point in time a few agencies are beta testing one or more of these technologies and,
although the findings are not conclusive, many agencies feel it will be too cost prohibitive to comply and are
considering flaring of their biogas rather than generate renewable electricity at a loss.
My intent here is not to portray local air districts in a negative fashion, but instead illustrate the difficulties many of
our member agencies must deal with day in and day out, particularly those located in the South Coast Basin. While
the SCAQMD is singularly focused on clean air, there is a limit to what is practical and cost effective when compared
with the benefit received for imperceptible gains in air quality within the local air basin. So while we may not have
sufficient electricity to operate our treatment facilities and hospitals during emergencies at least we will be breathing
easier knowing why!
Renewably yours,
John Pastore, Executive Director

Comments?
If you would like to leave a comment about content or layout of this newsletter, please feel free to contact us at
SCAP.

How many of you witnessed this site over the skies of Southern California recently?
By Ralph Palomares
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Clean Water Summit Partners Update by John Pastore, SCAP
The Summit Partners next meeting is scheduled for November 1, 2012 in Sacramento. At the last Summit Partners
meeting, a request was made by Stan Dean, District Engineer for the Sacramento Regional Sanitation District, for
each association to assist with funding the development of a Layperson’s Guide to Wastewater. The proposal
indicated that development of the Guide would be tasked to the Water Environment Federation (WEF) with each
association contributing $6,000 towards the effort and having direct input into its preparation. Within the past week,
each association including SCAP has indicated that it will provide funding for development of the Guide.

AIR QUALITY COMMITTEE REPORT
Kris Flaig, Chair
kris.flaig@lacity.org

Greg Adams, Vice Chair
gadams@lacsd.org

LOCAL AIR DISTRICT NEWS AT A GLANCE
Posted meeting dates and proposed new rule development for the following air districts can be found at these sites:
Imperial County APCD
Mojave Desert AQMD
San Diego APCD
Santa Barbara APCD

Ventura County APCD

South Coast AQMD

CWCCG Update by Kris Flaig, City of Los Angeles
August was a dark month for the CWCCG. September heard only rumblings of October GHG storms. Below, Greg
provides a brief note on Rule 1714, (PSD for GHGs), noteworthy for AQMD's measured entrance into the world of
regulating GHGs.
Also helpful to know (if not actually understand) is the USEPA NSPS for Combustion Turbines, which AQMD assists
the USEPA in administering. This little bundle of amendments (KKKK) preclude owners/operators of new stationary
combustion turbines burning biogas from installing expensive pretreatment or post treatment facilities to remove
sulfur, as "it was not USEPA's intent to require the use of either of these approaches, and the costs associated with
either approach are substantially greater than the environmental benefit resulting from the decrease in sulfur
dioxide emissions." (USEPA) This puzzles me as LACSD and others have installed, and now the City of Los Angeles
may be installing additional sulfur removal equipment, so that sulfur will seem practically non-existent in combustion
emissions.
CWCCG, and Solid Resource and Energy folks have been closely watching the saga of CalRecycle holding onto its
prerogative to regulate FOG and food scraps, which POTWs would like to have to generated more digas (hence,
electricity). CWCCG's perspective, besides this being welcome renewable energy, is this is an excellent method to
convert carbon to methane then to carbon dioxide, generating electricity in the process while controlling emissions
effectively.
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The CWCCG is now conducting a meeting on-line the afternoon of the third Thursday of the month. CWCCG
members can participate by contacting Zeynep Erdal (zeynep.erdal@ch2m.com), our very able consultant, or Frank
Caponi (fcaponi@lacsd.com), LACSD and technical conductor of our meetings. With the first Cap & Trade Auction
next month, we expect a number of braggarts from one side or the other to proclaim how right they were regarding
the success of this program. I would expect that, with all the money tied up in this, those responsible for it will be
sure that it does work. Then, they can get onto the business of revising the AB32 Scoping Plan early next year.
Meanwhile, it'll be hot in the saddle with a cool breeze behind.
2012 SCAQMD Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) Update by Greg Adams, LACSD
A revised draft AQMP was re-issued on September 7, 2012 to incorporate comments received up to August 31, 2012.
It appears that the most common and significant comment pertains to the need for releasing and implementing the
ozone portion of the plan given that only the PM2.5 (particulate matter, 2.5 microns and smaller) portion of the
AQMP is legally required by the end of the year. The District is making a strong case to keep both portions together
as they believe they need the early jump on ozone to come into compliance with the ozone standard by 2022. Other
comments question the need for any additional VOC reductions at all given that the basin is NOx limited. In response
to complaints about multiple shaves of the RECLAIM ( cap and trade program for the largest sources of NOx and SOx)
universe, Phase 1 of the NOx RECLAIM shave has been moved over as a contingency measure and will only be
implemented in the event that the 24 hour PM 2.5 standard is not attained by 2014. The District’s PM 2.5 strategy
should not impact the wastewater industry much as the District is proposing episodic controls to be triggered on
certain days only on wood burning fireplaces and open burn days and possibly additional ammonia controls on dairy
farms via acidification of manure that should bring the region into attainment by late 2014. [On the other hand, the
wastewater industry will be significantly impacted by the upcoming ozone attainment plans.]
In the meantime, EPA has been busy in response to losing several lawsuits as reported here regularly by the Air
Committee over the past several years. On August 30, 2012, EPA issued a 1-hour “SIP call”, a correction to the state
implementation plan, which requires the District to generate a compliance plan for the old, revoked 1-hour ozone
standard (120 ppb) under the anti-backsliding provisions of the Clean Air Act, within 12 months of the final rule. The
District intends to delay the 2012 AQMP somewhat to incorporate this new 1-hour plan in the document.
Fortunately, compliance with the revoked 1-hr standard is projected to occur around 2022, and is largely
accomplished by following the measures outlined in the 8-hour ozone plan. The courts also rejected EPA’s long term
practice of handling vehicle miles travelled (VMT) in SIPs and issued new guidance on August 31, 2012 to the states
as to how VMT should be handled in the future. While the guidance allows the District to make relatively easy
modifications to their VMT analysis and show compliance, there is no guarantee that the guidance itself will be
challenged in the near future.


The draft program EIR for the 2012 AQMP was released on September 7, 2012.



The socio-economic report for the 2012 AQMP will be released in late September.



The final 2012 AQMP is slated to go before the Board for approval in December 2012.

Final Approval of SCAQMD Rule 317 ( Section 185 Clean Air Act Fees) by Greg Adams, LACSD
On September 20, 2012, EPA Region IX Administrator Jared Blumenfeld signed the final approval of SCAQMD’s Rule
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317 that provides a fee equivalent alternative to the stationary source emissions reductions that would otherwise be
required under a stricter interpretation of Section 185 of the federal Clean Air Act.
Comment Deadline on Proposed Approval of SCAQMD Rule 1714 Ends by Greg Adams, LACSD
The deadline for comments on SCAQMD Rule 1714 ended on September 28, 2012. This rule allows the South Coast
Air Quality Management District to locally process PSD (Prevention of Significant Deterioration) permits dealing with
greenhouse gases.

BIOSOLIDS COMMITTEE REPORT
Matt Bao, Chair
mbao@lacsd.org

Tom Meregillano, Vice Chair
TMeregillano@ocsd.org

Elissa Deanna Jackson, Vice Chair
elissa.jackson@lacity.org

California Bioresources Alliance 7th Annual Symposium – Presentations Available by Matt Bao, LACSD
Presentations are available from the California Bioresources Alliance Symposium, which was held in September. The
symposium focused on ways to evaluate where biogas and other organic residuals energy projects do and don't
work, and on developing procedures to map out what works well where. Sessions included the economics and
technical aspects of digestion projects and their alternatives, as well as the application of other technologies to
recover energy from urban, forestry and agricultural residues.
Presentations can be found at
www.epa.gov/region9/organics/symposium.
Water Environment Federation and the National Biosolids Partnership – Biosolids 101 Fundamental of Practice
Webcast by Tom Meregillano, OCSD
The Water Environment Federation and the National Biosolids Partnership are offering a webcast on Biosolids 101:
Fundamentals of Practice on October 31 from 11 AM - 12:30 PM at no charge. The objective of the webcast is to
provide attendees with a comprehensive understanding of the historical development and current regulatory
compliance requirements of the 40 CFR Part 503 Subpart B (Biosolids Land Application) Rule. Attendance at this
webcast will help the attendees navigate through the monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements
associated with the biosolids land application rule. Speakers include:





Natalie Sierra (Moderator) - Project Manager, RMC Water and Environment and Vice-Chair, RBC Outreach &
Education Subcommittee
Dr. Mike McFarland - Utah State University – Overview of 40CFR Part 503 Regulatory Requirements and
Management Practices
Tom Crawford - Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewer District (retired) - Historical Overview of the Legal Basis for
Development of 40CFR Part 503 - Sludge Rule
Rhonda Bowen - Hampton Roads Sanitation District and Chair, RBC Outreach & Education SubcommitteeApplication of Human Health and Environmental Risk Assessment in Biosolids Rule Making

Online registration can be found on this link.
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CalRecycle Proposed Exclusion of POTWs from Transfer/Processing and In-vessel Digestion Regulation for Specific
Types of Organic Solid Waste for Co-Digestion by Tom Meregillano, OCSD
CalRecycle scheduled an informal workshop in Sacramento last month and a second workshop in Baldwin Park on
October 3rd to review draft regulatory issues and potential approaches for future revisions to Title 14 and Title 27.
Among other pertinent issues that will be discussed, CalRecycle intends to discuss their proposed plan to exclude
POTW facilities that receive specific types of organic solid waste (Food Waste and Fats, Oils, and Grease) for codigestion from transfer/processing and in-vessel digestion regulations. Proposed language can be found on the
following link with comments on the draft due by October 12, 2012. Additional information on the workshops can be
found on the following link. The SCAP Biosolids Committee will continue to provide updates on this proposed
regulation and workshops as information becomes available.
City Of Los Angeles Maintains National Biosolids Partnership (NBP) Certification of It Biosolids Management
Program by Diane Gilbert Jones, City of Los Angeles
The City of Los Angeles had its biosolids management program audited by the third party audit company, DEKRA.
The City’s Terminal Island Water Reclamation Plant, its farm, Green Acres where they land apply biosolids, and the
South Kern Composting Facility were part of the audit. Several interested parties participated in the audit, including
Region IX EPA Biosolids Coordinator and CASA Biosolids Program Manager. Based on the findings from the audit, the
City maintained its platinum level status and NBP certification. To view the findings click the audit summary and final
report , or visit the City’s Biosolids EMS Internet site.
Next SCAP Biosolids Committee Meeting
The final Biosolids Committee meeting of the year will be held on Thursday, October 11th at OCSD in conjunction with
the quarterly Tri-TAC Land Committee meeting. The meeting will begin at 9:00 am.

COLLECTIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
Ralph Palomares, Chair
RPalomares@etwd.com

Nicole Greene, Vice Chair
ngreene@ci.montclair.ca.us

Dindo Carrillo, Vice Chair
dcarrillo@ocsd.com

Collection Systems Committee Update by Ralph Palomares, El Toro WD
The heat is on--meaning audits are happening around California and the word on the street is “you better
know what the SSMP/ WDR stands for” or else you will get dinged on your inspection form. If you need
help just remember to go to the SCAP website and see if the answer is there or if there is something else
there that can help you with your questions. If you still need an answer just give me a call or John Pastore
at the SCAP office .
I had a meeting a couple of weeks ago with an agency that shall remain nameless and I couldn’t believe the questions
that they were asking me about the WDR and the SSMP. Although these have been around since 2004 and
readopted just a few years ago, we are now in the final stages of a revised MRP also being adopted, so people please
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attend the SCAP Collections meetings for the latest, greatest news and information regarding regulatory
requirements.
Last month we held a special SCAP workshop at El Toro Water District with Dr. Jenkins of Berkley University speaking
on his finding for the causes and removal of calcium from vitrified clay sewer pipes. It was an interesting conclusion
with many good questions being asked by the 40 or so members in attendance. I am not convinced, however, that
everyone taking in Dr. Jenkins’ presentation was happy with his solution to the removal of the calcium, so stay tuned
for more on this issue. But I would like to thank Dr. Jenkins on his presentation and for flying down to Orange County
for the day to spend time with our SCAP committee.

An example of the calcium deposits in clay pipe

NCIP’s Joe Parker

Dr. Jenkins giving a chemistry lesson

SCAP’s Bob Kreg discussing the new MRP

Dr. Jenkins speaking on calcium removal

Steven Carl of Progressive Environmental Services
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With October finally here we need to be ready for the Santa Ana winds and the wild fires that seem to go along with
them every year. So be prepared as you would be for an earthquake or any other major event and have all your
supplies ready. With that said I hope everyone has a great October and I will see you all soon at the next meeting.
Orange County Sanitation District Ocean Outfall & Beach Box Rehabilitation Project by Dindo Carrillo, OCSD
Orange County Sanitation District (OCSD) owns and operates two ocean outfall pipes for safely sending treated
wastewater to the ocean: a one-mile and a five-mile long pipe. The five-mile long pipe is aging and needs
rehabilitation to prevent future spills and to protect the ocean and beaches. On September 11, OCSD started
working on the five-mile pipe so that the treated wastewater will be sent through the one-mile outfall. This project
will take about a month to complete.
OCSD’s 120-inch long ocean outfall was constructed in the late 1960’s and began operating in the 1970’s. OCSD
releases treated wastewater into the ocean through this ocean outfall that extends five miles from shore to the
release point approximately 200 feet below the ocean surface. The long ocean outfall is used on a daily basis which
makes inspection difficult. Previous assessments have identified corrosion in the outfall system. Therefore, the
purpose of this project is to inspect, assess and rehabilitate corroded portions of the land section of the long ocean
outfall system that extends from OCSD’s Huntington Beach Facility to the beach box located on Huntington State
Beach near the Santa Ana River outlet. The long ocean outfall will be taken out of service for approximately 4 weeks
during which time crews will rehabilitate one of the two surge towers within OCSD’s Huntington Beach facility,
inspect and rehabilitate the land section of the long ocean outfall, abandon metering ports and vaults, and replace
the existing effluent flow meter on the long ocean outfall. During this time, the short ocean outfall that stretches
one mile from shore will be used to release treated wastewater into the ocean. In an effort to expedite the
construction period, crews will be working 24-hours a day inside the long ocean outfall.
OCSD has taken great care in assessing all impacts and identifying mitigation efforts. They have gone to great lengths
to minimize impacts to their neighbors, the water quality and the marine life. The treated water coming out of the
one-mile outfall is of the highest quality and should have no adverse impacts on the beaches or water quality. To
ensure this, OCSD will be testing and monitoring the beach and ocean water quality daily during the use of the short
outfall to ensure public safety. That data can be seen at: www.sccoos.org/projects/ocsd-diversion/ and is open to
the public.
SSS WDRs Draft MRP Workshop Summaries by Dindo Carrillo, OCSD
On September 18, 2012, the State Water Board (SWRCB) emailed the stakeholder comment summaries from the SSS
WDRs Draft MRP workshops held on August 28 in Vacaville and August 30 in Fountain Valley. In order for the SWRCB
to conclude the comment solicitation period they have asked the WDR enrollees to review the comment summaries
and provide any correction or additional comments to them by October 2, 2012. Additional comments or corrections
should be emailed to rnorman@waterboards.ca.gov. Once done the next phase will be for the SWRCB to prepare
revisions to the draft MRP and make responses to the comments.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Andre Schmidt, Chair
aschmidt@lacsd.org

Chris Berch, Vice Chair
cberch@ieua.org
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Next SCAP Energy Management Committee Meeting by John Pastore, SCAP
Please join us for the next meeting of the Energy Management committee which will be held on Tuesday, October 23,
2012 at the City of Thousand Oaks Hill Canyon Wastewater Treatment Plant. The meeting will focus on power
purchase agreements (PPAs), their benefits and drawbacks with an emphasis on agency case studies. An agenda will
be sent out in the next few days.
The following is an informative summary of a white paper by the Water Environment Federation on Barriers to
Biogas Usage for Renewable Energy
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Webinar and Audit Information by Andre Schmidt, LACSD
Free Webinar: "Solar Energy for Water and Wastewater Utilities: Step-by-Step Project Implementation and Funding
Approaches" October 11, 2012 from 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 p.m. PST
This webcast will focus on solar energy and will assist utilities in understanding how solar energy can be used
effectively at water and wastewater utilities. The first part of this webcast will detail the process of implementing
solar energy projects at water or wastewater utilities, the various types of solar technologies available, and where
they can be most appropriately used. The webcast will also highlight innovative funding approaches, including those
with no up-front capital requirements, that result in long-term energy cost savings and stability. Finally, this webcast
will present the case study of a successful solar installation at a small wastewater utility in Grafton, Massachusetts.
To register for the webinar, visit: https://www3.gotomeeting.com/register/567834686.
Opportunity for Wastewater Treatment Facilities to Receive Free Energy Audit from the U.S. Department of
Energy-Performing an energy assessment is a crucial step to assessing and improving energy efficiency, helping your
facility reduce emissions and operating costs. For example, a recent energy assessment conducted at a wastewater
treatment facility in our region identified energy conservation opportunities that could annually reduce power
consumption by 4,560,100 kWh and save $887,000 in operating costs.
EPA has partnered with the Department of Energy's Industrial Assessment Centers (IACs) to provide a limited number
of wastewater treatment facilities with no-cost energy assessments, akin to an ASHRAE Level II energy audit.
Why California Businesses Should Enroll in a Demand Response Program by Energy Curtailment Specialists, Inc.
Energy Curtailment Specialists, Inc. (ECS), the largest private demand response provider in North America, is proud to
announce their new demand response program for commercial and industrial businesses, PowerPay! California. In
business since 2001, ECS pays companies to reduce their energy output during times of high stress on the electric
grids.
Demand response is the process of curtailing all available energy usage when called upon. Options include running
on generators, shutting off lights and reducing the air conditioning, and designating staff to alternative shifts. The
electric grids are built to withstand only so much demand from private citizens and large scale businesses alike.
Dependence on demand response programs ensures the sustainability of the grid, allowing these services to
continue.
PowerPay! California is a program administered by ECS for electric users of PG&E, SCE, SDG&E. You decide how
much participation makes sense for your company. ECS gives you a day advance notice of an (electric) Event so you
have time to implement your demand response plan. Additional details include the Event’s length, amount of times
you may be called, and maximum hours called per calendar year.
Demand response virtually eliminates the need for a government or state to build new power plants. It is quicker to
activate, costs considerably less, and contains virtually no pollutants like a new plant would. In addition, ECS is part of
the Green Roots Initiative, proudly donating 10 trees to one of America’s national forests for each customer who
enrolls.
SCAP (Southern California Alliance of Publicly Owned Treatment Works) and other California water treatment
organizations like it can save money on their utility bills and get paid by demand response providers like ECS. There is
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no out of pocket expense for enrolling, nor any penalties for non-performance. For members of SCAP, an energy
reduction partnership with Energy Curtailment Specialists, Inc. is an easy decision both fiscally and environmentally.

WATER ISSUES COMMITTEE REPORT
Al Javier, Vice Chair, Chair
javiera@emwd.org

Jennifer Shepardson, Vice Chair
Shepardson_Je@sbcity.org

Regulatory Update by John Pastore, SCAP
This October is an extremely busy month for goings on in Sacramento that relate to water issues affecting our
members. The following is a brief summary of the regulatory matters that we are following.
SWRCB MRP-The latest revised draft of the Monitoring and Reporting Program (MRP) has been released by the
SWRCB along with copies of the agency comments previously received by the SWRCB on the earlier version of the
MRP. Comment letters were due on October 2nd. A copy of the comment letter submitted by Tri-TAC with
contributions from the statewide working group can be found here.
PROPOSED ADOPTION OF THE INTENDED USE PLAN (IUP) FOR THE CLEAN WATER STATE REVOLVING FUND
(CWSRF) FOR FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR (FFY) 2013 - The CWSRF Program provides low-cost financing for construction of
wastewater treatment and recycling facilities, implementation of non-point source (NPS) and storm water projects,
and development and implementation of estuary conservation and protection efforts. It identifies the projects the
State Water Board anticipates financing during FFY 2013, the associated financing terms, and the performance
measures that will be used to track the CWSRF Program. The State Water Board will consider adopting the FFY 2013
IUP for the CWSRF Program at the Tuesday, November 20, 2012, Board Meeting. The Draft 2013 IUP is available for
review on the State Water Board’s Website.
2012 DRAFT NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM GENERAL PERMIT FOR THE DISCHARGE OF
STORM WATER ASSOCIATED WITH INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES - The State Water Board has released the 2012 Draft
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit for the Discharge of Storm Water associated
with Industrial Activities for public comment. The State Water Board will accept written comments until 12:00 noon
on October 22, 2012, and will conduct a public hearing to accept oral comments on October 17, 2012. The 2012
Draft NPDES Industrial General Permit and associated documents may be viewed and downloaded from the State
Water Board’s Website.
STATEWIDE BIOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES POLICY and PROGRAM OF IMPLEMENTATION FOR PERENNIAL, WADEABLE
STREAMS - Staff of the State Water Board have conducted public scoping meetings in compliance with CEQA to
discuss and solicit comments and suggestions from the public on a proposed Statewide Biological Objectives Policy
and Program of Implementation for Perennial, Wadeable Streams.
At the meetings, State Water Board staff received comments from the public on the scope, content, and potential
environmental effects of the proposed Policy and Program of Implementation. Written comments are due by Noon
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on October 19, 2012. SCAP is working with a statewide group headed up by LACSD’s Sharon Green to provide a
written comment letter on behalf of our members. Supporting documents are available on the State Water Board
Website.
MODIFICATION TO TEXT OF CALIFORONIA CODE OF REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO WASTEWATER TREATMENT
PLANT OPERATOR CERTIFICATION - The State Water Board is providing notice of a change made to its proposed
regulation – Chapter 26 of Division 3 of the California Code of Regulations, regarding wastewater treatment plant
classification, operator certification, and contractor operator registration. This modification is reflected in strikeout
and single underline.
The State Water Board will accept written comments between October 1, 2012 and October 15, 2012. All written
comments pertaining to the proposed modification must be received by the State Water Board no later than 12:00
p.m. on October 15, 2012. SCAP has been participating in a statewide working group that provided comments to the
State Water Board based on a previous draft and will also be commenting on this latest release.
PROPOSED GENERAL WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DISCHARGE OF WASTES AT COMPOST
MANAGEMENT UNITS - The State Water Board will hold a public meeting on Tuesday, October 16, 2012 at 9:00 am
to consider approving the draft Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration and adopting the statewide proposed
General Waste Discharge Requirements for the Discharge of Wastes at Compost Management Units (Order) and the
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MRP). The State Water Board may approve the Initial Study/Mitigated Negative
Declaration and adopt the Order and MRP at the end of the meeting.
The California Water Code requires that anyone who discharges waste that could affect waters of the state must
submit a report of waste discharge. Current practice is to issue individual waste discharge requirements (WDRs) for
larger composting facilities. A conditional waiver for “green waste-only” composting facilities was in effect from
1994 until 2003, when a change in law required all waivers to be either renewed or replaced with WDRs. The State
Water Board is considering approval of the draft Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration and the adoption of the
Order and which would address water quality protection at compost management units that currently exist or may
be constructed.
The Order, the MRP, and the draft Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration may be obtained via the Internet on
the State Water Board website at: http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/compost/.
Written comments for the draft Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration must be received by 12:00 noon on
October 10, 2012
CONSIDERATION OF ADOPTION OF AN AMENDMENT TO THE RECYCLED WATER POLICY CONCERNING
MONITORING REQUIREMENTS FOR CONSTITUENTS OF EMERGING CONCERN - The State Water Board is holding a
hearing on October 16, 2012 at 9:00 a.m. to consider the adoption of a proposed amendment to the Recycled Water
Policy. The proposed amendment would add monitoring requirements for constituents of emerging concern (CECs)
in recycled water used for groundwater recharge. It would not add monitoring requirements for CECs in recycled
water used for landscape irrigation, although it would add some monitoring requirements for surrogates to evaluate
performance of filtration and disinfection processes.
Dave Smith, Managing Director of WateReuse California has prepared and is circulating a draft comment letter that
reflects input from a group of WateReuse members that is intended to provide a basis for any comments you or your
agency may wish to make. A copy of the letter has been posted in the alert section of the SCAP website.
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Dave has also indicated that the SWRCB identified the following three changes that they intend to make that are not
yet available in print (and will be available “a couple of days” prior to the hearing):


A method to account for background CECs and dilution in the SAT performance calculation shall be provided in
the operations plan.



The process of eliminating health-based CECs from the monitoring program after the baseline phase per the
Table 7 criteria will be added



If an indicator compound is found to be a poor performance indicator, and alternative shall be proposed as
appropriate. For example, if DEET cannot be monitored effectively due to interferences and another compound
from the same class of compounds can be monitored effectively, monitoring for the DEET alternative should be
proposed.

The revised proposed amendment to the Recycled Water Policy is available on the State Water Board’s website at:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/water_recycling_policy/draft_amendment_to_policy.shtml
The State Water Board will accept written comments on the revisions to the proposed amendment to the Recycled
Water Policy made after its original release in May 2012. Written comments must be received by 12:00 noon on
October 9, 2012.
Ocean Disposal of Brackish Water Brine by John Pastore, SCAP
The National Water Research Institute (NWRI), headed up by Jeff Mosher, Executive Director, has invited SCAP to
participate in a workgroup to discuss Discharge Issues, Concerns, and Constraints associated with the ocean disposal
of brackish water brine. The first meeting of the workgroup took place on September 5th with the following topics
discussed:
 Potentially affected projects
 Regulatory and permitting constraints
 Impacts thresholds
 Compliance and monitoring concerns
 Available support information
 Discharge strategies
Additionally, NWRI has indicated it intends to prepare a white paper that identifies technical/regulatory issues
associated with brine discharges and that will present and support strategies for ocean disposal via municipal
outfalls.
Next SCAP Water Issues Committee Meeting
The final meeting of the Water Issues Committee will be held on Thursday, October 11 th at OCSD in conjunction with
the quarterly Tri-TAC Water Committee meeting. The meeting will begin at 9:00 am.
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WASTEWATER PRETREATMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Jim Colston, Chair
JColston@ocsd.com

Barbara Sharatz, Vice Chair
BSharatz@sandiego.gov

September 25th Wastewater Pretreatment Committee Meeting by John Pastore, SCAP
The final meeting of the year for the SCAP Wastewater Pretreatment Committee was held on September 25 th at
IEUA. The meeting featured a very informative presentation on “Local Limits-Methodology, Issues and Alternatives”,
by Barbara Sharatz from the City of San Diego (a copy of Barbara’s presentation has been posted on the SCAP
website). OCSD’s Christopher Stacklin also provided an important regulatory update and the meeting concluded with
a lively roundtable discussion on a wide range of topics. The next meeting, which will be held in the first part of
2013, will focus on inspection and permitting issues.
Lastly I am pleased to announce that Barbara Sharatz has graciously volunteered to assist Jim Colston with chairing
the committee. Barbara brings a wealth of experience to the group.

San Diego’s Barbara Sharatz

OCSD's Christopher Stacklin

Committee Chair Jim Colston

Pam always provides good eats
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW SCAP MEMBERS
We wish to welcome our newest SCAP members: the City of Huntington Beach, City of West Hollywood; Atkins
Global; and Nursery Products Services. Thank you for your support----SCAP

Non Sequitur
The Constitution is established and has an appearance that promises permanency; but in this world nothing can be
said to be certain, except death and taxes.
- - - Letter to Jean-Baptiste Leroy (Nov. 13, 1789)
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